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The conference will delve into the various innovative The conference will delve into the various innovative 
and integrative systems supported by geospatial 
technologies for enabling better, efficient use of 
resources, organised development of infrastructure and resources, organised development of infrastructure and 
last but not least, enabling the common man to live a 
smart and easy life. smart and easy life. 

Our research is enabling the children to live a smart and 
easy life.easy life.
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What is the possible behaviour and 
instruction for children if they are supplied instruction for children if they are supplied 
with mobile phone, GPS, navigation maps?

1. A child receives a sms for dangerous situation:     
“Flood is coming: you should follow your navigation 
system”;system”;

2. Activation of crises situation management by receiving 
of point (coordinates: latitude and longitude) where the 
child should go;child should go;

3. Navigation of child by voice; an alarm informs if the 
child is going in wrong direction;child is going in wrong direction;

4. Sms instruction what to do when the child get to a 
safety place.



Main objective - information on children's awareness of 
floodsfloods
- how they can understand crisis map
- what they know about maps, emergency 

situation, danger, risk, etc.situation, danger, risk, etc.

Primary school Czech Republic and Slovakia
2 age groups 8-11 and 11-13 years old children2 age groups 8-11 and 11-13 years old children
Piaget´s theory – at age of 11 years is changing children's 

ability to perceive and understand abstract concepts of more 
complex logical operationscomplex logical operations

Students created their own map symbols of crises 
situation – floodsituation – flood

river, water surface, flooded territory, direction of water 
flow, the bridge over the river, small wooden 
bridge, ford, city, school, hospital, evacuation
center, assembly point, telephone booth, main 



Prepared base map for creating map symbols with table listing 
the mapping characters (see the picture)the mapping characters (see the picture)

Authors repeated the children basic knowledge of cartographic 
maps induced flooding situation by asking questions: "Imagine 
that you are playing in the river and suddenly begins to rise that you are playing in the river and suddenly begins to rise 
the water level in the river and threatens that was discarded. 
You are in danger. What do you do?“
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RIVER

8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students11-13 years old students

WATER SURFACE

8-11 years old students8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students



FLOODED TERRITORY

8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students11-13 years old students

DIRECTION OF WATER FLOW

8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students



BRIDGE OVER THE RIVER

8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students11-13 years old students

SMALL WOODEN BRIDGE

8-11 years old students8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students



FORD

8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students11-13 years old students

CITY

8-11 years old students8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students



SCHOOL

8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students11-13 years old students

HOSPITAL

8-11 years old students8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students



EVACUATION CENTER

8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students11-13 years old students

ASSEMBLY POINT

8-11 years old students8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students



TELEPHONE BOOTH

8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students11-13 years old students

MAIN ROAD

8-11 years old students8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students



LANE

8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students11-13 years old students

RAILWAY

8-11 years old students8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students



HILL

8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students11-13 years old students

CASTLE

8-11 years old students8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students



CHAPEL

8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students11-13 years old students

CHURCH

8-11 years old students8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students



TRAIN STATION

8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students11-13 years old students

FOREST

8-11 years old students8-11 years old students

11-13 years old students



Younger children do not distinguish between the notions 
of map symbol and pictureof map symbol and picture

Younger students used to draw map symbol like
picture, older students draw map symbols like geometric picture, older students draw map symbols like geometric 
elements (lines, circles, squares, polygons). Map 
symbols were more abstract and easier

45 minutes for task was ok for pupils in the Czech 45 minutes for task was ok for pupils in the Czech 
Republic, but Slovak pupils had a problem with lack of
time

Slovak students did have better knowledge about
concepts related to floods - evacuation, emergency 
center, evacuation luggage etc., especially becausecenter, evacuation luggage etc., especially because
they have own experience with flood in 2010- many of 
them were evacuated and spent a few days in the 
gym,  or assist with suction of water from basements. 



1. What do you know about maps?
2. Do you learn about maps at school?
3. What does these words mean: risk, danger, disaster, crisis?3. What does these words mean: risk, danger, disaster, crisis?

In first three questions gave pupils exhaustive answers, which shows 
that they work with maps in school often and can use them.that they work with maps in school often and can use them.

4. Which from these symbols mens danger?

The Most of the students prefere b) triangel, except younger Slovak
students – they prefere d) rhombus



5. What does these symbols mean?

In this question students have problem to understand symbols 6) In this question students have problem to understand symbols 6) 
landslide, 7) avalanche 8) drought and 9) rock fall.

6. How is the difference between symbols?6. How is the difference between symbols?

Students think this symbol like less risk/bigger risk, or less/bigger
consequences of eruption. In only one case was found theconsequences of eruption. In only one case was found the
perception of distance

7. How do you draw region which is affected by the disaster?



8. How to understand the different levels of danger color representation? 
Connection ???with arrows colors corresponding description.

Extreme dangerExtreme danger

Watch out! Big  danger

Be careful.  Risk of danger

Safe. There is no danger.

Only 50 % of answers younger students were right. Older studentsOnly 50 % of answers younger students were right. Older students
gave 70 % of right answers. The most common fault was confusion of
yellow and orange colour .

9. Threaten any danger of natural disasters in your neighborhood? Write what.

Czech students did not get any answer.  Slovak student answered: 
flood,  drought, earthquake, fire, or felling of trees for the purpose of 
construction of shopping centers.construction of shopping centers.

10. What is a topographic map? What does this map contain?

Students did not know the meaning of this words.  Students did not know the meaning of this words.  

11. On the picture is topographic map. Write what you can see in it.

This question is difficult too. The most of student did not This question is difficult too. The most of student did not 
respond. 



12. You're on vacation near the river. The evening news inform that all night 
will rain and is big risk of flood. You have a map of the area. What objects in 
the map can help you in an emergency flood?the map can help you in an emergency flood?

13. You're on vacation near the river. The evening news inform that all night 
will rain and is big risk of flood. You have a map of the area. What objectsin 
the map can help you in an emergency fire?
You're in a similar situation as in the previous two cases. Do you need any14. You're in a similar situation as in the previous two cases. Do you need any
other
information which can help you to decide where to go and what to do?

The last three questions students have not responded almost at all -
reasons may be more, it certainly will not be the one that would not 
know the answer to the question. Some of them responded that they
call parents.call parents.



children understand mapschildren understand maps

map legend of children´s crisis map should be
easy, understandable, clear, colourfull, attractive

map legend designed specifically for each age groupmap legend designed specifically for each age group
because of different mental development and ability
read a mapread a map

development ICT – educational games, simulation of
the risk situationthe risk situation



main objective - information on children's awareness main objective - information on children's awareness 
about maps and elements of crisis management

how they are able to construct maps
what they know about maps, emergency what they know about maps, emergency 
situation, danger, risk, etc.

primary school Czech Republicprimary school Czech Republic
2 age groups 8-11 and 11-13 years old children 

Piaget´s theory – at age of 11 years is changing children's 
ability to perceive and understand abstract concepts more ability to perceive and understand abstract concepts more 
complex logical operations

students created their own map symbols and symbols of students created their own map symbols and symbols of 
crises management



partially modified and partially modified and 
simplified one preceding 
research - Children 
designed their maps designed their maps 
according to the route 
description.
The rout description was The rout description was 
divided into sections.
Every section has its own Every section has its own 
map frame. All these 
sections were sort from 
the easiest parts to most the easiest parts to most 
difficult.



Here we have tried to fractionally determine the 
interest and children's relationship with the maps. 
We asked them the following questions:We asked them the following questions:

Do you like maps? Why? 
yes-rather yes-I don’t know-rather no-no  + open 
answer

Did you enjoy today lesson (=research)? What Did you enjoy today lesson (=research)? What 
did you like?

yes-rather yes-I don’t know-rather no-no  + open 
answer

What didn’t you like? Was there something What didn’t you like? Was there something 
difficult to understand? 

Open answer
Did you move one step-by-step or not?

Open answerOpen answer
Where and how do you get in touch with maps? 
(e.g.on a scout camp, on a trip, in board or 
computer games, on the 
internet, orthophotomap, in school, somewhere internet, orthophotomap, in school, somewhere 
else…)

Open answer
What do you use them for?

Open answer







Comparison between 4 and 6-
graders: graders: 

surprisingly, in majority of observed 
parameters, the younger students 
outperformed their older peers

Especially this younger children 
very actively participated in 
researchresearch

The open question remains 
whether it is a specific trait of this 
sample 
whether it is a specific trait of this 
sample 

we have met quite cartographic 
educated group of fourth grade educated group of fourth grade 
children, who were also very 
actively involved in the research. 
Generally, a fourth class was very 
skilful. Sixth-grade students’ results 



Comparison between 4 and 6-graders

differnce  [%]
yes/well no/bad partly no data number of task

-3 -3 0 0 remarking watercourse 2
-34 0 -34 0 remarking routes
-2 -6 3 0 remarking routes 4-2 -6 3 0 remarking routes 4
17 19 0 -2 relative distance

-40 -29 0 -11 Cardinal direction 5
-33 -28 0 -6 supplementary characteristic - elongated pond
-23 -6 0 -17 spatial relations - behind the pond
-9 -9 0 0 rail line
-6 -6 0 0 supplementary char. - winding road 6
0 0 0 0 supplementary char. - road turrning to the forrest

-35 -18 0 -17 spatial relations -  left and right 7
-21 -10 0 -11 supplementary char. - by the alley/avanue-21 -10 0 -11 supplementary char. - by the alley/avanue
-21 -9 0 -11 supplementary char. - up to the hill
19 14 0 5 spatial relations - along the right side of the pond 8 Difference in "no data" 
-6 -6 0 0 remarking routes 9 column from the point of
-6 -6 0 5 spatial relations - crossing view of older children [%]
-2 -4 0 3 spatial relations -  left and right 1 increase-2 -4 0 3 spatial relations -  left and right 1 increase

-18 0 -1 -17 remarking routes 10 0 stagnation
-18 -1 0 -17 spatial relations - crossing -1 decrease
-14 -2 0 -12 spatial relations -  left and right (directions)
-24 -12 5 -17 target places from the point of view 
-1 11 0 -11 qualitative and quantitative characteristics 11 of older children-1 11 0 -11 qualitative and quantitative characteristics 11 of older children
-6 0 0 -6 remarking routes 12 better

-18 -12 0 -6 spatial relations -  left and right (directions) stagnation
-6 -1 0 -6 higher altitude worse



this part of examination did not 
support Piaget's theory.support Piaget's theory.

Many of 4-graders constructed 
their signs in a relatively abstract 
mannermanner
The level of abstraction might 
have been increased by the fact 
that children often utilized text that children often utilized text 
labels attached to signs. 

Majority of children that were later Majority of children that were later 
assessed as using a partial 
abstraction, 

user abstract signs for user abstract signs for 
chapel, church and house. 
For other objects (railway 
station, firefighters), they created station, firefighters), they created 
more detailed drawings, and 
added labels in form of an 
abbreviation or initials. 
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7

8

1

2

3

4

5

younger

older

Do you like maps?
Why?

0

1

yes rather yes I don't 
know

rather no no

Do you like maps?Why?
Yes + rather yes

I can travel; I amuse myself with them; Maps help me when I don‘t know where 
to go; beautiful pictures; I like hiking and maps help me in orientation; I like 
searching in it;searching in it;
Maps are well-arranged; I find in them what I need; I find new places; 
sometimes I need them; maps help me to not get lost;

I don‘t know
Too complicated;Too complicated;
Boring; Too complicated for me; I‘m not interested in;  it is for nothing, I don‘t 
need them;

Rather no + no
You can find a lot of things in maps, but it is difficult; I have never thought about 
that; I don‘t like them, because of orientation;
You can find a lot of things in maps, but it is difficult; I have never thought about 
that; I don‘t like them, because of orientation;
Map is good, but GPS si better for my orientation; it is easy to get lost  with 
them;



10

12

14

16

18

Did you enjoy today 
lesson?

0

2

4

6

8

10

younger

older

lesson?
What did you like?
What didn‘t you like?

0

yes rather yes I don't 
know

rather no no

Did you enjoy today lesson (=research)? 

What didn‘t you like?

younger children
yes rather yes

Did you enjoy today lesson? 17 3
What did you like?What did you like?
new experience 1
entertainment 1
drawing of the maps 4
papers (assignment) 1
everything 6
we didn't have usual lesson 1

older children
yes rather yes I don't knowrather no no

Did you enjoy today lesson? 5 7 3 0 3
What did you like?
nothing 1

we didn't have usual lesson 1
filling in the map signs 1
pictures 1
questonnaire 1
learning of new things 1
I don't like maps, but better then any other 

nothing 1
drawing 1
we didn't have an exam 1
everything 3
we didn't have usual lesson 9
filling in 2
new knowledges 2I don't like maps, but better then any other 

lessons 1
I enjoy that 1
map frames 2
What didn't you like?
a lot of papers / assignment 1
nothing / I liked everything 14

new knowledges 2
it was entertaining 1
map frames 1
no answer 1
What didn't you like?
no answer 3
drawing of the maps 2nothing / I liked everything 14

not enough time 1
siting in the classroom 1
questonnaire 1
map frames 1
I don't know 1

drawing of the maps 2
nothing / I liked everything 8
a lot of writing 2
boring 1
filling in 1



Generalized version
Where and how do you get in touch with maps? Where and how do you get in touch with maps? 
What do you use them for?

younger children
Where and how do you get in touch with maps? 

older children
Where and how do you get in touch with maps? Where and how do you get in touch with maps? 

holiday, trips, etc. 13
summer camps, scouting 4
in school 6
at home 3

Where and how do you get in touch with maps? 
holiday, trips, etc. 10
summer camps, scouting 3
in school 3
on the internet, GPS 6at home 3

games 5
on the internet, phone, PC 11
other 11
What do you use them for?

on the internet, GPS 6
nowhere, I avoid them 4
other 7
What do you use them for?

searching 6
searching 12
orientation 9
other 3

searching 6
orientation 8
nothing, I don't use them 3
other 2



The data obtained from questionnaires showed The data obtained from questionnaires showed 
that children meet and work with maps. 
Children entertained and understood the research Children entertained and understood the research 
and this is a positive precondition for obtaining 
information from them.information from them.
Children use modern technologies  
(internet, PC, phones, GPS) in connection with 
maps.maps.



Thank you very much!
Prof. Dr. Milan Konecny

konecnymilan3@gmail.com


